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Data Acquisition Phase

- Project Summary - Part One
- Project Goals - Part Two

The definition of an enhanced publication is borrowed from the DRIVER-II project, “a publication that is enhanced with three categories of information: 1) research data, 2) extra materials, and 3) post-publication data”. http://www.driver-repository.eu
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Problems Acquiring Data

- Open versus Restricted Data Access
- Non-English Language Variable Headings
- Description of data different from FT publication
- Centralized versus Decentralized data input
- Data entry in a cross-border archive
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Cross-Linking Approach

OpenGrey Repository

GreyNet

DATA ENTRY

DANS Data Archive

Other Data Archives
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Data Entry Guidelines

• Preferred and Accepted File Formats

• Depositing Data in 7 EASY Steps
Title: Open Access to full text and ETDs in Europe: Improving accessibility through the choice of language?

Link: https://easy.dans.knaw.nl/ui/datasets/id/easy-dataset:33760
Title: Open Access to full text and ETDs in Europe: Improving accessibility through the choice of language?

Link: http://hdl.handle.net/10068/697889
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Tracking and Backtracking Data

- Acquisition of Data in the Creation Phase
- Retrospective Acquisition of Research Data
Enhanced publication inherently contributes to the review process of grey literature as well as the replication of research and improved visibility of research results in the scholarly communication chain.
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Who Stands to Benefit?

• Researchers and contributing Authors
• GreyNet’s Collection
• International Grey Literature Community
• Grey Literature as a Field in Library and Information Studies
• Public Understanding of Grey Literature
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*Data Sharing begins with Data Publication*

Your contribution will make the difference!

*Thanks!*